On the Lebesgue measure of the Julia set of a quadratic polynomial.
As usual, one can de ne the lled Julia set of g as K(g) = fz : f n z 2 V i n = 0 1 : : : g and the Julia set J(g) as its boundary.
In what follows we will assume that g has a unique critical point c which is nondegenerate , and moreover that c 2 K(g) .
Let us consider the nested sequence of inverse images V n = f ;n V . Clearly, c l V n+1 V n . Components V n k are called pieces of level n . Denote by V n (x) a piece of level n containing the point x . The pieces V n (c) will becalled critical.
Following Branner and Hubbard BH] , for any x 2 K(g) one can organize the pieces in a tableau T(x) = fV i (g j x)g 1 i j=0 , mark the positions of the critical pieces and state three combinatorial rules for the resulting marked grids. 
For a tableau T(x) = V n k denote by n k the matrix of moduli of the domains A n k V n k nV n+1 .
Lemma 1.
(i). If a piece V n k is not critical, n > 0 then n;1 k+1 = n k . Otherwise n;1 k+1 = 2 n k .
(ii). If the critical tableau is aperiodic then for any x 2 K(f) the nest of pieces V n (x) is of divergent type:
Proof. The rst point is immediate from the properties of the moduli. The second point is the formal consequence of the rst one and the combinatorics of marked grids BH]. t u Corollary 1. Assume that the critical tableau is aperiodic. Then K(g) is a
Cantor set.
Proof. Let us consider the annulus A(x) = V r\V n (x) containing the disjoint union of domains A n (x): Since the embeddings A n (x) A(x) are homotopically non-trivial, the Gr otzsch inequality yields
So, \V n (x) is a point. Let us organize the set of pieces V n k in a tree joining V n k with V n+1 i in the case when V n+1 i V n k . Let us assign to each edge U W] of the tree a number U W] (U) = m i n ( (U) 1=2) and to each branch a number ( ) which is the sum of U W] over all edges of . Denote by ; n the family of all branches of length n n 1 (saying \branch" we mean a path in the tree beginning at the root vertex V ). By Lemma 1, ( ) = 1 (2) for any 2 ; 1 : Let us show that M n min 2; n ( ) ! 1 :
Indeed, given a C , consider a subtree of vertices W such that V W] C where V W] is the branch ending at W . Now use so called K onig lemma: if a tree with nitely many branches at any vertex has arbitrary long branches then it has an in nite branch. Along this branch the divergent (2) condition fails.
with an appropriate constant b . Now one can easily derive from here ( induction in n ) that (V n ) exp(;bM n ) (V ) and by (3) this goes down to 0. t u x3 Persistent recurrence and renormalization.
Set c = 0 , the critical point of a quadratic polynomial f = p a : z ! z 2 + a . If f has an attractive periodic point or a rational indi erent periodicpoint then (J(f)) = 0 ( DH2], L]). So, we will assume till the end of the paper that f has no such points (and is not in nitely renormalizable). Then we are exactly in the situation studied recently by Yoccoz. We will use the Yoccoz construction without detailed explanation (see H]).
For (open) pieces V n k of the Yoccoz partitions we will use the same notations as for the Branner-Hubbard ones. By @ V n denote the union of @ V n k . The intersection @ V n \ J(f) consists of nitely many points, preimages of a xed point . Set V n (z) = i n t clV n k over the pieces V n k of level n whose closure contain z (if z is not a preimage of , V n (z) is just the piece of level n containing z ). The V n (z) is a neighborhood of z . It follows from the Yoccoz Theorem that diam V n (z) ! 0 as n ! 1 (4) uniformly in z .
Given a domain U and an orbit fz k g n k=0 such that z n 2 U , one can pull U back along this orbit, that is to consider the string of domains U k k = 0 1 : : : n such that U n = U , and U k is the component of f ;1 U k+1 containing z k . In particular, if
The order ord U of the pull-back U is the number of domains U k containing the critical point c . The pull-back of zero order (that is, none of U k covers the critical point) will becalled univalent .
Lemma 3. Let W and U betwo domains intersecting the Julia set J(f) , and f n (W) U for some n 2 N . Then diam U < ) diam W < n ( ) < ( ) with ( ) ! 0 as ! 0 , and n ( ) ! 0 as n ! 1 .
Proof. Fix > 0 . According to (4), there is an`2 N such that
for any z 2 J(f) . The sets V`(z) form an open covering of the Julia set. Let beits Lebesgue number. This means that any set U of diameter less than is contained in some domain V`( ) 2 J(f): Let us apply this to a given domain U , and nd z 2 W \ J(f) such that f n z = . Pulling V`back along the orbit of z we come to a piece V`+ n (z) containing W . Now (5) yields that diam W < , and we are done. t u Denote by B(z r) the Eucledian disk of radius r centered at z . z n f n z , and let U = fU k g n k=0 be its pull-back along the orbit of z . By Lemma 3, diam U k < k = 0 ::: n , hence the pull-back U is univalent. By the Koebe Theorem, z is not a density point of J(p c ) , and the statement follows. t u Remark. Consider a set J of all z satisfying (6). Then the restriction fjJ is expanding: there exist C > 0 and q > 1 such that (f n ) 0 (z) cq n z 2 J n = 0 1 : : : Indeed, by Lemma 3, diam U 0 < n ( ) ! 0 as n ! 1 (where U 0 is the set from the above proof). Hence, there is an n such that (f n ) 0 (z) q > 1 for all z 2 J , and the statement follows. The analogous fact is well-known in one-dimensional dynamics G].
Let us consider now the Yoccoz -function. For an n 2 N it assigns the biggest m 2 0 n ; 1] for which the piece f n;m V n (c) of level m contains the critical point c (if there is no such an m , set (n) = ;1 . ) The critical point is called persistently recurrent if (n) ! 1 as n ! 1 : The following lemma was probably known to several people. f ;n and consider the rst moment n for which f n z 2 Q: Let Q = Q 0 : : : Q n be the pull-back of Q along the orbit of z . Since the level of Q i is bigger than N + l for i < n , these Q i don't cover c which means that the pull-back is univalent.
The boundary @ V N consists of N -preimages of invariant rays through and Npreimages of an equipotential level. It follows that there exists a > 0 such that for any u 2 V N (c) there is a k and a neighborhood U V N (c) around u such that f k univalently maps U onto a disk B(f k u ) o f radius centered at f k u .
Set u = f n+l z and nd corresponding U and k . Now consider two cases ( i) f l c does not belong to U or jf l+k c ; f k uj > =100 . Then the pull-back T i of the disk B(f k u =200) along the orbit fz m g n+l+k m=0 is univalent. By the Koebe theorem, the density of the Julia set in T 0 is boundedaway from 1. Since l is arbitrary large, z is not a density point of J(p c ) .
( ii) f l c 2 U and jf l+k c ; f k uj < =100 . Then we can nd a disk B 1 centered at the critical value and such that its f l+k;1 -image lies in between B(f k (u) = 10) and B(f k (u) = 2) . By the Koebe Theorem, the density o f J(p c ) at B 1 is bounded away f r o m 1. Now let us consider the preimage B 0 of B 1 . It is a disk centered at c and contained in V N+l (c) . The squaring map in the disk cannot expand density of thin sets too much. It follows that the density of the Julia set in B 0 is bounded away from 1 as well. Now pulling a little bit smaller disk along the orbit fz i g n i=0 , we conclude again that z is not a density point of the Julia set. t u Now let us concentrate on the main case of a persistently recurrent critical point.
Lemma 6. The following properties are equivalent:
( i). The critical point c is persistently recurrent.
( ii).Absence of long univalent pull-backs. Given an > 0 , there is an N 2 N with the following property. Let z = fz z ;1 : : : z ;n g beany backward orbit in !(c) . If the pull-back of the disk B(z ) along z is univalent then n N .
Remark. Property (ii) equivalent to persistent recurrence appeared in one dimensional setting in BL]. Note that the formulation does not involve a n y particular partitions of the Julia set.
Proof. (i) ) (ii). Find an`so that (5) holds. Take a b a c kward orbit z and assume that the pull-back of B(z ) along it is univalent. By (5), B(z ) V`(z) , hence the pull-back of V`(z) along z is also univalent.
Since z ;n 2 !(c) , there is an s 2 N for which c s 2 V`+ n (z n ) (7): So, we can pull the piece V`+ n (z ;n ) back along the orbit of c till the rst moment t when it covers the critical point (if s is the rst moment for which (7) holds then t = s ). We obtain a critical piece V`+ n+t (c) such that f n+t : V`+ n+t (c) ! Vì s a double covering. By persistent recurrence, we get a uniform boundon n .
(ii) ) (i). If f is not persistently recurrent, we can nd a critical piece V`(c) allowing arbitrarily long univalent pull-backs along !(c) . Since V`(c) B(c ) for some > 0 , we arrive at a contradiction. t u
The following Corollary seems to beinteresting by itself. It will not beused for the proof of the Theorem.
Corollary(cf BL],x11). If f is persistently recurrent then ( i). The restriction fj!(c) is topologically minimal (that is, all orbits are dense in !(c) )
( ii). fj!(c) has zero topological entropy.
Proof. (i) .Let z 2 !(c) . We should prove t h a t c 2 !(z) . Otherwise dist(orb (z) c ) > 0 . By Lemma 3, for su ciently small , the pull-back of the disk B(z n ) along the orbit of z is unimodal, contradicting lemma 6(ii).
(ii) If there is a measure of positive entropy supported on !(c) , then the Pesin theory of unstable manifolds yields the existence of a disk B(z ) z 2 J(f) , having an in nite pull-back along !(c) contradicting Lemma 6(ii) again. t u We are prepared to prove the main lemma. We have shown that gj S V i is a generalized polynomial-like map. Since g is nonunivalent only on the critical piece, c is the only critical point of g . Since gc m(i) = c m(i+1) 2 V i+1 , c 2 K(g) . t u Proof of the Theorem. If f is nitely renormalizable, let us renormalize it to benon-renormalizable. It follows from Lemma 4 that the measure of the Julia set of the original polynomial and its renormalization is simultaneously positive o r zero. So, we will assume in what follows that f is non-renormalizable (and c is persistently recurrent). Consider the polynomial-like map g constructed in the previous lemma. Since p c is non-renormalizable, g has an aperiodic tableau. By Corollaries 1 and 2, K(g) is a Cantor set of zero measure. Let z b e a t ypical point o f J(f) , so that the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds. Consider the moments n(i) when the orb( z ) returns to V . Since !(c)\V V i , eventually z n(i) 2 V i . Hence f n z 2 K(g) for some n . Now the Theorem follows. t u
